Junior Handler titles earned in Companion Events 2015

January

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
   Carly Kreiser
   Jennifer Necker

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
   Carly Kreiser
   Juliea Zabroske
   Jordyn Bruno

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
   Destiny K Lytle
   Deborah Tung

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
   Tequilla Cierra Howard
   Stuart Fry

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
   Deborah Tung
   Allison Coolidge
   Haley Kvarnberg

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
   Paul Dellicker
   Steve Reiss Jr.
   Samantha Hall

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
   Alyssa Charles

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
   Abigail Zerm

Time 2 Beat (T2B) titles earned:
   Deva Rayann Wilson

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
   Avery Adams

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
   Rebecca Grinsell
M aster Excellent Preferred (M XP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (9)

M aster Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (M JP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (13)

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker

February

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Steve Reiss Jr.
Kaia Hrachovec
Jacob Johnson

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Carly Kreiser

Novice Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Haley Kvarnberg

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Faith Landers
John Farley

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Emily Walker
Alyssa Charles

Open Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Alyssa Charles

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Sarah Betz

Open Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker
March

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Lydia Carnes
Chloe Buck
Kira Baugh

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Vincent Harden

Open FAST Preferred (OFP) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Brooke Spradlin
Destiny Julian

Master Bronze Jumpers Preferred (MJPB) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Olivia Hernandez

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Melissa A. Rought

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Kate Gallagher
Abby Black

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Kate Gallagher
Morgan Vance

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Grant Frevert

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Alexis Vance

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Melissa A. Rought

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Kai Macauley
Deva Rayann Wilson (10)
Master Bronze Agility (M XB) titles earned:
Amelia Greninger

Master Excellent Preferred Century (M XPC) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson

Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (M JP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (14)

Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (4)

Excellent Agility Preferred (PAX) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (4)

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Kira Baugh

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Spencer Pardee

April

Master Excellent Jumpers w/ W eaves (M XJ) titles earned:
Gabrielle Loesch

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Ameilia Greninger
Lydia Carnes

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Kiley Bitner-Parish
Anneka Mikel Dahle

Open Agility Jumpers w/ W eaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Kiley Bitner-Parish

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Deborah Tung
Chloe Buck
Dylan Burton
Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Ryan Klamm

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Jackie L. Wooden

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Deborah Tung

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Gabrielle Loesch
Grant Frevert
Destiny Julian

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Steve Reiss Jr.
Tommy Beckett
Rebecca Grinsell

Master Excellent Preferred 2 (M XP2) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Remme Draus

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Morgan Vance
Jennifer Strauss

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Kelly Marie Sieja

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Lily Kurek

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Haley Bouchard
May

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Miki Hodel

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Ashtyn Yankay

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Ashtyn Yankay

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Natalie E Spinsby
Mckenzie Minto
Haley Paige Morrison

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Rashel Korte

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Clarissa Henry
Elizabeth Olson

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Jennifer Lackey

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Elizabeth Dittmann

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Kaylee Cundiff
Mckenzie Minto
Haley Paige Morrison

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Carly Kreiser

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Clarissa Henry

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett
**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Courtney Kramer
Deva Rayann Wilson (15)

**Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:**
Courtney Kramer
Deva Rayann Wilson (11)

**Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:**
Elizabeth Dittmann

**Master Silver Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJPS) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (2)

**June**

**Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:**
Graciela Pardo
Jessica Bryant

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Soren Smail (3)
Deva Rayann Wilson (16)

**Open FAST Preferred (OFP) titles earned:**
Soren Smail
Deva Rayann Wilson

**Open Agility (OA) titles earned:**
Natalie E Spinsby

**Open Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:**
Natalie E Spinsby

**Open FAST (OF) titles earned:**
Anneka Mikel Dahle

**Novice Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:**
Morgan Orsolini
Anneka Mikel Dahle
Abigail Johnson
Master Excellent Preferred (M XP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (12)

**July**

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Hannah Hashbarger
Melissa A. Rought

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Hannah Hashbarger
Tyler Vander Werff

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Katrina C Guse

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Katrina C Guse
Anneka Mikel Dahle

Master Excellent Preferred (M XP) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Master Excellent Preferred Bronze (M XPB) titles earned:
Soren Smail
Deva Rayann Wilson (2)

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (M JP) titles earned:
Courtney Kramer (2)

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
David Frasca
Emily Tregler

Novice FAST Preferred (N FP) titles earned:
Kelly Schuh
Tyler Vander Werff
Kayla Crawford

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Tala Renee Smith

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Tyler Vander Werff
Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Kelsey Hilburger
Tala Renee Smith
Morgan Vance

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Kylee Phillips
Jeanna Dirkschneider

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Kate Gallagher
Haley Kvarnberg

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Samantha L Van Buren

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Lydia Carnes

Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (5)

Excellent Agility Preferred (PAX) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (5)

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker

August

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Matelyn J Cobban
Soren Smail
Lilah Ashtyani
Lillanna Apollos

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Samantha L Van Buren
Mallory Shiney
Master Gold Jumpers w/Weaves (MJG) titles earned:
Dana George

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Ava Gaudette

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Ava Hess
Aubrey Hallgren

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Soren Smail
Allison Sanders

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Alyssa Charles

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Matelyn J Cobban

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Olivia Hernandez

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (17)

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (13)

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred Gold (MJP G) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (2)

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Morgan Vance

**September**

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Abigail Reyenga
Christiana Heikoop
Emily Larson
Lantis Blaylock
Mariah Grace Huge
Kassidy Lemmen
Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Elena Gugino

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Megan Weaver
Aly Toews
Maria Griffin

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett
Ashtyn Yankay

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Brooke Spradlin

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Brittany Burmaster

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Jennifer Strauss

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Kelly Marie Sieja

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Jason Rainey

Preferred Open (PCDX) titles earned:
Tequilla Cierra Howard

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (18)

Master Silver Jumpers with Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Haley Bouchard

**October**

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Kaitlyn Scripko

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Johannah Fischer
Hope Potteiger
Talitha Jones
Tony Farley

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Matelyn J Cobban

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Aly Toews

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Haley Paige Morrison
Samantha L Van Buren
Abigail Johnson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Alisha Ford

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Brianna Fryer
Katrina C Guse

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Hope Peavey
Hope Potteiger
Jeanna Dirkschneider

Graduate Novice (GN) titles earned:
Hope Peavey

Graduate Open (GO) titles earned:
Mitchell Graf

Master Bronze Jumpers w/Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Grant Frevert

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (14)

Preferred Novice (PCD) titles earned:
Jeanna Dirkschneider

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Morgan Vance
November

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Jenna Dirkschneider
Mickala Holland

Graduate Novice (GN) titles earned:
Mary Black

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Mairi Heikoop
Lily Kurek
Megan Marshall
Josie Scoonover-Nelson
Mickala Holland
Katrina C Guse
Hailey Gilloth
Kaia Hrachovec

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Brooke Spradlin
Brianna Fryer

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Brooke Spradlin
Brianna Fryer

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Anna W estrum

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Anna W estrum
Grace Nugent

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Emma Hughes

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Reagan W eisenbeck

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Alee Bilancione

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Josie Scoonover-Nelson
Nicki Short
Jeanna Dirkschneider

**Excellent Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:**
Rebecca Grinsell

**Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:**
Olivia Hernandez
Soren Smail

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (19)

**Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (6)

**Excellent Agility Preferred (PAX) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (6)

---

**December**

**Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:**
Alisha Ford
Julia Zabroske

**Open Agility (OA) titles earned:**
Jordyn Bruno

**Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:**
Madison Williams

**Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:**
Amelia Greninger

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:**
Elizabeth Dittmann

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Soren Smail (2)

**Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (15)
Master Excellent Preferred Silver (M XPS) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (2)

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Ashlea Dufour

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Soren Smail